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Background: In France, first-generation men (G1) of Mediterranean (South-European and 

North-African) origin were recently found to experience a similar magnitude of lower all-

cause mortality relative to natives. Among the second-generation (G2), however, divergent 

trajectories were observed. While this mortality advantage continued to be observed among 

G2 South-Europeans, an alarming excess mortality emerged among the G2 North-Africans.  

Objectives: Building on this study, we analyze the role of education level and labor force 

participation in the explanation of these marked mortality differentials.  

Data/Methods: We use a nationally-representative sample of individuals aged 18-64 years 

from the 1999 census and family survey with mortality from civil registers followed until 

2010. We first used logistic regression to study probabilities of unemployment, inactivity and 

educational attainment among the G2. Then, we used survival analysis to study mortality 

among the G2 with education and economic activity as independent variables in the models.  

Results: The two groups were less educated than natives. However, North-Africans were also 

disadvantaged in labor force participation. All-cause mortality among G2 North-Africans 

(HR=1.71, p<1%) remained significant after adjusting education level, but not after adjusting 

economic activity. Neither adjustment for education level, nor economic activity attenuated 

mortality differentials for G2 South-Europeans (HR=0.63, p<1%). Neither group displayed an 

educational gradient in mortality, but mortality disparities were observed by activity status. 

Relative to employed native men, employed G2 South-Europeans had a mortality advantage 

(HR=0.53, p<1%), whereas inactive G2 North-Africans stood out as vulnerable (HR=12.6, 

p<1%). 

Conclusions: These findings shed light on the central role of labor force participation in the 

explanation of G2 mortality differentials. We reveal that the mortality advantage of G2 South-

Europeans origin only concerns the employed, whereas the mortality disadvantage of G2 

North-Africans is focused in a small group of men who are not engaged in the labour market.  
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